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Document No.4;?.2 

Kya 60.5 :5'42
All reports transmitted under the FBI fora reproduced

below were numbered as enclosures or attachments to the
form. The transmittal form has been destroyed. No other
transmittal letter or report has ever existed for this
document number.

Federal Bureau of Investigation

Director
Central Intelligence Agency
Washington, D. C. 20605

Attention: Deputy Director, Plans

Dear Sir:

For your information, I am enclosing

communications which may be of interest to you.

Very truly yours,

Director

• Cfr=ttegr‘Itier#1711412,

Co. 044 27.4 ..D441.4. 1.440

Tel 2227
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Records INS, NYC, reflect that DIEOLAUS=Raw= EARMUFF was born on 6/18/95 in
PetroArad, Rustic; thathe errivedin the U.S.
on 8 4/51 as a DP. MAW, advised that he
is a graduate mining engineer, a former officer
in the Russian Imperial Army, end that he was
Chief of the Counter-Intelligenee Division,
Rusainclaperial Army, from 19184920.
UMW' stated that he has been the director of a
self-organiaed and personally Mused "Intelli-
gence Unit" fres 1945 to 1951 in Europe.
BAUM (galas that his "Intelligence Unit"
which consisted of mix persons dinging the
Period 1945_1951, has been conducting a.
systematic observation of an extensive Soviet
intelligence organization in Europe, whose main
efforts were directed against the armed forces
of the LS. MOW claims that the Georgian
Delegation at the International Red Cress,
Geneva, switserland, is being used as a cover
for Soviet intelligence operations. EARATOFF•
claims IVAN SHAM= is an REVD Agent and •
that he is head of the Georgian Delegation at
Geneva, Switzerland through which mico Agents
are sent to the various parts of the world.
BARATOFP claims that KM= SOW is the
chief organizational. director of all Soviet
civilian espionage in Europe, and that his
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NY 65-15870

Soviet principal is IVAN SHAISHVILI. UMW also
claims that ?GOMEL EADIJ is the Soviet principal of
B. ESOELCHAUPT and =EARL ALSEMMUVA. BARATO7P
further claims that !MALL KURAKIN, an attorney
residing at Bern, Switzerland, is the Soviet principal
of BARON GEORGIE NIZOIARVIOR VRANOEL and LEON Ii)
VASILIE-DASHKOV, both of whom reportedly reside in
Uadburg, Germany. REARM claims that CARL WIESITH,
Homburg, Germany, is a member of his "Intelligence
Unit" and that NINA KlEODSE, now deceased, was a
member of his "Intelligence Unit" from 1945 to 1951.
BARATOFP stated that. he has officisal documents hidden
in Oermagrwtdeh will substantiate his allegations
that persona mentioned by his are Soviet Agent*
operating in Europe.

P
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DETAILS*

NIKOLAUS GEORGIEVICH BAR/JON?, 556 West 140th Street,
Apartment 22, New York City, was interviewed on October 29, 30;
November 5, 13, 19, 28; December 5, 3.951 and February 3, 1952
by SAS MICHAEL G. LEONARD and JOSEPH J. PALMA. These inter-
views were conducted in the Russian language, inaemuch as
BARATOFF is unable to speak English. The baokground information
on NIKOLAUS GEORGINICHBABATOFF, as indicated henceforth, was
obtained from the records of the Immigration and Naturalisation
Service, New York City.

A. BACKGROUND =FORMATION ONNITMAUS WORGIEVICH BARATOFF

1. Citizenship

Records of the Immigration and Naturalization Service,
70 oolumbus Avenue, New York City, refloated that NIKOLAUS
GEORGIEVICH BARATOFF submitted an eppliettion for an Immigration
Visa and Alien Registration dated JUne 18, 1951. In this appli-
cation BARATOFF stated that he was born on June 18, 1895 in
Petrograd, Russia, and that his parents, GEORGE IMRATOFP and
ANNA HARATOFF, nee LASSEN, both deceased, were also born in
Russia.

The Immigration records further reflect that Prince
NIKOIAUS GEORGIEVICH 13ARATOFF arrived in the United States at
the port of New York on August 24, 1951 aboard the' 83 General
R. M. Ratchford as a displaced person This record further
indicated that NIKOLAUS MARATOFF departed for the United States
from Bremerhaven, Germany, and that his trensportation to the
United States was paid for by the International Refugee Organ-
ization..

2. Education

.Records of the Immigration and Naturalisation Service,
New York City, further reflect in the above application that
NIKOLAUS BMW? indicated that he 'speaks Russian, Turkish,:
Persian and German. UMW indicated that his education
consisted, of three years of private lessons, eight perm of cadet
school, two years of military school, and five yams at A university,
all in Russia BARATOFF further indicated that he is by pro-
fession a mining engineer. •
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EIMOLA.US GEORGIBVICH BARATOPF, when interviewed by
Agents of the New 'Mk Office, stated that he is a graduate
mining engineer, a former officer in the Russian Imperial
Army, and that he was chief of . the Counter-Intelligence Division
under General ERDELI of the Russian Imperial Army from 1918 -
1920.

3. Residenoss 

Reoo.rds of the Immigration and Naturalisation Service,
Adel: York City, further reflect that Prince NIKOLAUS EURATOM
in his applicatibn for an immigration Visa and Alien Registration

• dated June 18, 1951 stated that he was then residing at 10 • .
..'EPpendmrforbmm0; gmmburg, Oermany, and that he had previously

.-resided in the following °West

1909-1912 . Nasdiskankas, USSR
1912-1915 Tsar, USSR
194-1917 - Petersburg, Riumds.
191S-1920 MU Russian Army
1920-1924 Istanbul, Turkey
1924-1938 Constantinople, Turkey
1940	 Paris, Prance
1940-1945 Roskilde, Denmark
2945	 Berlin, Ommeany; Saimbeeg, Austria and

Brussels, Belgium.

BARATOPF advised that upon arriving in the United
States on 	 24, 1951 he went to reside with his mon OUZO
BARATOPF at 127 South Broadway, Nyaok, New York • BAUM/
stated that he and his son resided at the above eddress until
September 1, 1951, at which time they moved to their current
address at 556 West 140th Street, Apartment 22, New York city.

4 Havital Status

The records of the immigration and Naturalisation
Service, New York city, also contained &personal history state-
ment.signed by NIKOIAUSBARATOFF, dated June 13, 1951 at gentorf,
Germany. In. this statement SABATO," advised that he was married
to MkRIAINALINZA on March 28, 1921 at Constantinople, Turkey,
and thafshe was killed by the REVD (Russian Seeret Police) at
Stetten, Oermeny, in 1945.
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BARATOPF further stated in pis statement that he
subsequently married 01WDETTKER, netrNICOLAB, on June 6,
1946 at Hamburg, Germany, but that thil marriage was dissolved
on September 30, 1949.

NIKOLAUS GEORGIEVICHBARATOPP, when interviewed,
in addition to the above information regarding his marriages,
stated that his first wife, MARIA EMMA, was killed by a
member of the Russian Secret Police at Stetten Germany on
August 27, 1945 because of his aotivities as former Chief or the
Counter-Intelligenoe Division in the Russian Imperial Army and
because of his then current anti-Soviet activities.

•
BARATOPP further stated that he obtained a divorce

from his seoond wife, 010A DETTNER, on September 30, 1949 at
Hamburg, Germany.

Employments

The personal history statement signed by NIKOLAUS
BARATOPP contained in the records of the Immigration and
Naturalisation Service, New 'Mk City, further reflects that
BARATOPP, from 1924 to 1938, was employed as a mining engineer
at Teheran, Panda, and that in 1938 he left Persia and went
to Constantinople, Turkey, where he resided until he went to
Marseilles, Prance in 1940. BARATOPF further indicated that
he worked in Marseilles, Prance am a longshoremen for a abort
period in 1940, and that he also worked as an automobile
mechanic in Paris, Prance during the came year. He stated that
subsequently, in about the middle of 1940, he left Perim, Fromm,
and went to join his cousin who owned a farm at Roskilde,
Ostmark, where he resided until 1945.

BARATOPP then, according to his statement, in the
early part of 1945, was forced to report by the Gammon military
authorities to the German "Arbeitmant" in Copenhagen, Denmark,
from where he was ordered to go to Berlin, Germany, where he
received employment as an inspector of the Geological Institute
in Berlin.

BARATOPP stated that in April 1945 he left Berlin,
Germany, and moved to Austria, where he entered the displaced
persons camp at Salzburg, Austria. He claimed that in May 1945

-6-	 4
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he traveled to Brussels, Belgium, and resided there until
September 19k5, at which time be moved to Hamburg, Germany,
where he resided until his transfer to the Displaced Persons
Transit Camp at Wentrof, Germany_.

In addition to the above information, the records
of the immigration and Naturalizetion Service, New York City,
also contain a certificate of character dated October 20, 1949
on Prince !MOMS BARATOPP, which states that MUNI had
served. as a Captain in the "Dragoons" of theRuesianArmy
during the 1914-1918 war. This certificate further states that
as far as can be asoertalned, Prince NITZOLAIJS BARLTOPP has never
been convicted of a crime, and that his political view are

'negligible. This certificate was signed by an officer of a
displaced persons branch (place not indicated). .

=ALMS OBORGISPDHIBARATOFF advised ohDecember 12,
1951 that he had been employed by the New York Lumber and Panel
Company, Inc. 629 West 51st Street, New lark City, as a truck
loader for about seven days during December 1951, but that be .
had quit this employment because of his ailing heart condition.

BARATOPF advised that his Social Securityaumber is
066-28-5845.

BARATOFF subsequently advised on February 3, 1952
that he had been employed es a carpenter at the Wheeler Yacht
Company, Bronx, New York, for the past several weeks. On
February 14, 1952 BARATOFF stated that he was still employed
by the Wheeler Yacht Company, Bronx, New York, end that eines
he arrived in the United States he has not been employed by
Any other organization except those indicated above. BARATOPP
stated, however, that when he first arrived in the United States
he was occasionally employed by privets individuals as a cook
for several deys.

6. Physical Description

The fallowing description of MOMS GEORGIEVICH
BARATOFF was obtained from the records of the Immigration and
Naturalization Service, New York City, end from personal °beer-
Vation and interrogation of BARATOPP:

-7-
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Name	 =toms GEORGIEVICH BARATOPF
Aliases	 Prince NIKOLAUS BARATOFF, NIKOLAUS

WHOM
Sex	 Male
Color	 White
Born	 ahem 18, 1895
Place of Birth	 Petvograd, Russia
Height	 51 8'
Weight	 190 pounds
Hair	 Bleak, slightly gray at temples.
Eyes	 Brown
Complexion	 Ruddy S.

Build	 Stocky	 e'e
Characteristics	 Black short clipped mustache.
Scars end Marks	 Elae tattoo arrow about 2" long on left

foluidlietween thumb and index finger.
Marital Status	 Diforied
Nationality	 Russian
Present Address	 556 West 140th Street, Apartment 22, New

York city.
Occupation	 Carpenter, Wheeler Yacht Company, Bronx,

New York.
Relatives	 Son, OLEIMARATOFF, 556 Weet 140th Street,

grim842, New	York City.
Social Security

B. PERSONS NIKOLAUS ORORGIEVICH BARATOFF CLAIMS
ARE SOVIET AGENTS OPERATING IN EUROPE UNDER
IVAN SRAISHVILI

BARAT011 claims that through the efforts of the
members-of his self-establiehed "Intelligence unit" in Europe
from May 1945 until August 1951, and in some instances as early
as 1943, he had learned that &Soviet intelligence apperetus
was operating in Geneva, Switzerlsuld and Haaburg, Germany. He
claims that the main efforts of this Soviet intelligence
apparatus was directed against the armed forces of the United
States during the above period and that most likely the above
Soviet apparatus is still operating. BARATOFF claims that the
members of his "Intelligence Unit" have furnished him documentwy
proof that the following persons are NIVD Agents (Soviet Secret
Police) and members of the above Soviet intelligence apperatus.
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1.. IVAN SHAISHVILI

NIKOLAUS ORORGIEVICH DAMON/ stated that the head-
quarters of the International Red Cross are located in Geneva,
Switzerland. He claims that the Soviet Union does not belong
to the International Red Cross, but that the Re public of Georgia:
Russia, does have a delegation there. BARATOPE said that this
Georgian Delegation at Geneva, Switzerland is in charge of one
IVAN SHAISHVILI, an HUD Agent, BAREfORP claims that this
Georgian Delegation is finanoed by the Red Cross of the Soviet
Union and that through the efforts of rim SHAISHVILI the
Georgian Delegation is being used as a front to send Soviet
Agents. throughout the world,

BARATOFF stated that when the REVD desires to send an.
NHVD oivilian agent to a oountry outside of Europe, they send '•
that individual to rax-smusrmy. in Geneva Switzerland, who
in turn, obtains an identification aard.for that individual
from the International Red Crois. BARRON, said that after •
the identification card is obtained frma the International Red
.Cross, the REVD Agent is then able to obtain a passport and
proceed to his country of assignment.

BARATOFF stated that the.RKVD Agents which pass through
Geneva, Switzerland and obtain identification wards free the
International Red Cross are primarily engaged in obtaining
military information for the Soviet Union thro !...out the world.

EARMUFF further advised that 7	 •	 8 the

so-oalled heed of the Georgian Government in Emile in Paris,
France, hae no authority over the Georgian Delegation at the
International Red Cross and doubts whether GEGRUGIORI is
aware that a Georgian Delegation is attached to the International
Red Cross in Geneva, Switzerland BANAT= sad that
GEORTCHHORris the head of the minority group of the former
Republic of Georgia, Russia.

II/1MM advised that he had never seen IVAN SHAISHVILI
and .therefore was unable to furnish any further information con-
cerning .SHAISHVILI. BARATOPF further advised that IVAN
MAIM= is the Soviet principal of one RIMEL RADII, Who also,
according to . BARATOPP, is an REVD Agent
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Illiaiti‘KADIJ, we	 edia. Mikhael M2	 _
MEOWS OEORGIEVICH BOHM advised that MEWL

KADIJ, also Imo= as Mikhael media, resides in Geneva, Switzer-
land (address unknown) and that KAM' is the Chief Organi-
zational Director of all Soviet civilian espionage in Europe.
BARATOPP said that MIMEAEL EADIJ, during World bier IX, worked
for one E. EIGSLOHAIIPT, a member of the German Gestapo in
Germany BEATON stated thet he had heerd that KAM:, at the
time he was working for the German Oestttepo was in reality
uprising as en agent for the Soviets. BARATOrP said that MICHAEL
NADI; remained in Berlin, Germany until about two months before
the capitulation of Germany in 1945 and then fled to Geneve,
Switzerlend.

ROMP stated that one or the members of his "In-
telligence Unit" learned in 1950 that MIEHAEL ICADICIT, on
instructions from IVAN SHALSEVILI, made a trip from Genova,
Switzerland to the Soviet Zone in Berlin, Germany. He said
that while in the Soviet Zone of Berlin, ItLISHAEL NADU visited
the headquarters of the soviet Command in charge of the soviet
Ocoupation Zone.

BABATOPP stated that MEM= EMIT was a member or
officer of the Georgian Assecittion in Germany during World Wu
II. BARATOFF said that =HAM EADIJ is the Soviet superior
of one MIOHAEL ALSHIBAUA and It, ENGELDHAIIPT, BARLTOPP stated
that E, ENGELNIADTT is currently residing in Geneva, Switzerland
end that MICHAEL ALUM= is currently residing in Munich,
Germany,

BABATOPP furnished the following description of MOM

NM*	 =MU HOLT
Aliases	 Michael Media
Sex	 Hale
Race	 White
Height	 5' 8"
Weight	 175 pounds
Ago	 59 or 60 in 2940
Hair	 Gray
Build	 Medium
Marital Status	 Separated or divorced

-10-
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,4e/3 E. ENGELCHAUPT

NIKOLAUS GEORGIEVICHBAHATOFF advised that E.
ENGELCHAUPT resides in Geneva, Switzerland (exact address un-
known), and that ENGELOHAUPT is the Director of Soviet In-
telligence activities in Munich and Hamburg, Germany, HAMM
said that during World Weir II S. ENCELOKAUPT worked far the .

• German Gestapo in Germany' and that =MAU EON also worked
for the German Gestapo during that period undarlai ENGELCEAUPT,

MAW stated that the Soviet Agents working
directly for E. ENGELCHAUPT are not sent to him by the MOD, but
that ENGELCHAUPT seleots his own personnel whose background and
reliability are subsequently checked by the NEVD.

EARATOFF stated that he had never seen E. ENGEDONAGPT
and therefore was unable to furnish a physical description of
BEGEWHOPT.

4. MICHAEL 1LSRXLMTA

NIKOLAUS GEORGIETICHEAMATOPF advised that MICHAEL
AISMBABA in l944 was working for MIKHAIL EADIJwhen EADIJ was
working for the German Gestapo in Germany. EAMATOPP stated
that MICHAEL ALSHISAUA is currently residing in Munich, Germany,
and that ALSHIBAUA is on the payroll of the CdMed States Counter-
intelligence Corps an a source of infermation. BAHATOPF stated
that the United States Army Counter-intelligence Corps has net
up MICHAEL ALSHISAVA with a cover company known as the "Auto
Transfer Company" in Munich, Germany, end that he continues to
furnish information to 01[0.

EARATM, stated, however, that in reality MICHAEL
ALSHIBAUA in a Soviet Agent, and that his Soviet principal is
=HAUL NADU in Geneva, Switzerland. BAHATOIT stated that he
has documentary proof which will substantiate the fact that
ALSHIBAUA is furnishing EADIJ intelligence inforeation,

Complexion	 Light
Soars end Marks	 None noted •
Residence	 Geneva, Switzerland (Emmet address

.unknown.)
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BARATOFF stated that MICHARZALSRIBAUA has a brother-
in-law who is a doctor, Who reportedly arrived in the United
States about one year ego. BARATOFP believeeat MICHAEL
ALSHIBAUA I S brother-in-lu g s name is	 .,' WOALASKIVILL

BARATOFF further advised that macumaiammuA,
together with shout thirty other persons, was accused and
brought to trial in Berlin, Germany in 1945 for collaborating
with the German Gestapo during World War IX. PARATOV2 caches
that MICHAEL ALSRMSAUA and the other persons who were brought
to trial. were defended by an attorney named MlENUMKURANIN,
who, according to BARAT012, is a soviet Agent now residing in

'Bern, Switzerland.
•	 -

MATO"? described MICHAEL ALSHIBAUA as follows:
Name	 MICHAEL ALBRIBAUA,
Sex	 Male •
Race .	 White .	 •
Age .	 Approximately 42
Height	 51 10"
Weight	 200 pounds
EAU. 	Brown, bald an top.
Complexion	 Light
Marital Status	 Married
Residence	 Munich, Germany (exact address un-

known),
Employment .	Auto Transfer company, Munioh,

Germany.	 • .

C. msaus NIKOLAUS OBORGIEVION BARATOFF CLAIMS
ARE SOVIET AGENTS OPERATING IN EUROPE UNDER
MIKHAIL MAKIN

NIKOLAUS asommuran BUMF? stated that in addition
to the information regarding the Soviet intelligence apparatus
operating under IVAN SHAISRVILI in Geneva, Switzerland, he has •
documentary proof that the following persons are members of the
Soviet Secret Police or are engaged in secret work for the
Soviets in Europe.. BARATOVP stated that he does not recall all
of the pertinent information regarding these individuals,
although the documents he has hidden in Germany will fully reveal

- 12 -
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their identities and their activities. BARATOFF did recall,
however, the following information regarding these individuals.

1. iCLiga gENLI_N •

NIKOLAUS GRORGIEVICTIBABATOFF advised that one MIKHAIL
KURAKIN, who resides in Bern, Switzerland (ezaot address un-
known) is a Soviet Agent. BABATOFF stated that KVBAKIN is
an attorney by profession end works as a consultant to the
Soviet Embassy in Geneva, Switzerland.

• BABATOFF claims that in 2945 Omit thirty persons
were accused and brought -to trial in Berlin, Germany, for

•collaborating with the German Gestapo during World War II.
claimed that mmumummum defended these persons at their
trial, all of whom subsequently were acquitted of the charges
against them.

BARATOFF was unable to furnish any further information
regarding =MM. MAKIN and stated that he had never seen
KURA= and therefore was unable to furnish a physical description
of him.	 d'e
2. BANN Gm= MIKOLAKVICH VRANOBL

NIKOLAUS OSORGIEVIOH BARATOFF stated that he was told
and subsequently tad obtained information from NINA KIKODSIC
(member of BARATOFF IS "Intelligence Unit") prior to her death
in 1951 that BARON mans lacounicalnumunwas a Soviet
Agent and that his Soviet superior wasITUIRMKURASIN. • UMW
stated that =UM num is VRANOBLI S cousin, and that VIUSGEL
had personally advised RARATOFF that he mmumm, had been
furnishing information to MAKIN. BARITOFF stated that UAW=
also had told him that he, VRANOKL, had been paid by.KURAKIN
several thousand marks for his services.

BAHATOFF stated that IBIANGEL, his wife end child, up
to the latter part of 1951, were residing in Homburg, Germany
(exact address unknown). Be said that VRANGEL IS son was ill in
about June er July 1951 and that VBANGEL I S wife end child were
permitted to go to Switzerland for treatment.

- 13 -
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Name
Aliases •

LEONID VABILIS-DASHKOV
None known	 .•

NY 65-15870

VHANGELs 
BAHATOM furnished the following description of

Name
	

BARON GEORGIE NIXOLANION WRANGEL
Aliases
	

None known
Sex
	

Hale	 •
Race
	

White

Height
Weight

Age
	

- About 42
61 2"
180 pounds

Build
	

Slender
Hair
	

-Brown
Medium

A
lexion

hlecterietic	 Wm lower up.
Marital statue	 Harried

Son (small child, name unknewn).Relatives	
Hamburg, Germany (exact address un-Re sidenoe
known):

r
3. LEONID

/o
 VASILIS-DASIEW

=DIM =Raw= DAEWOO stated that LSONID
VAsILIE-DASHCOV currently residee in Hamburg, Germany (exact
address unknown) and that VASIL1Z-DASHKG7 is engaged in secret
work for the Soviets. BARATOVP stated that VASIL1E-DASSMOVIS
Soviet superior is HISSULAVRAKIN in Bern, Switserland, but
that VASILIC-DASMW sends his information directly to an
NOD contact in Berlin, Germany,	 .

=ATOM elaiMs that LEONID vuxus-mammar reeided
in Berlin, Germany at.the end of World War /I, and that at that
time acted as an interpreter for the Soviet military amthoritiee
there. HARMON; claims that while acting as an interpreter 	 -
fox theSoviet military authorities VASILIE-DASSKOVwas also
informing the Soviets of the whereabouts end activities of
former White Russian officers.

IMAM furniehed-the following description of
VASILIE-DASHEOVI•
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Sex '	 Male
H6L00	 White
Age	 About 43
Height	 51 11" •
Weight.	 200 pounds
Hair	 Elmmalt, receding hair line.
Build	 Stocky ;	 1

Nationality	 RUID6111112 (Poraer RU56102 Caeriat	 !
officer).

Marital Status	 Divorced
Residence	 Hamburg, Gereany (exact addroseun-

kncon)..

IND
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D. ACTIVITIES OF NIKOLAUS GEORGIEVICH BAhATOFY IS BUROing.

le DirectorkOrpenixer of Own "Intelliiience Unit"

NIKOLAUS ONOEGINVICE BASATOFF advised that be his been .
the director of an individual personally-organised intelligence
and counter intelligence group in hurope which, from the time of the
capitulation of Germany in World ker II until August, 1951, has been
conducting a systematic observation of An oetensive Soviet intelli-
gence apparatus, whose mein efforts has been directed against the
Armed Forces of the United States. .SAkATOFF stated that one of
his co*workeri has 	 successful in infiltrating the above Soviet
intentioned apparatus and thus hasbeen'able to provide him With
information of a highly classified nature. BARATOft stated that
his group And the entire "intelligence unit" has been fieancedby •.
his own personal funds, but due to the fact that be bad immigrated
to the United States, it has been impracticable for him to continue -
directing the work of his "Intelli,ence unit" because of the great
distance involved. Nevertheless, SARATUFF stated that his "intelli-
gence unit" is continuing its work in observing the aetivitiem of
the soviet intelligence apparatus in mempme

BAkATOFFst.ted that, when he left Russia in the early
nineteen twenties, be had a large number of diemonde and other
precious stones, some of whit& were given to him by his parents.
He said that since 1943 he has been selling these diamonds cad Stones
to finance his "intelligence unit". He said that he had net received
any funds from any outside source to assist him in financing his	 •
"intelligence unit". s HARATOFF stated that his "Intelligence unit"
consisted of six persons, Who reside in various countries in Europe,
and none of the members of his group knew the identity of the other
members or what information is being furnished to him.

2, AssOcietes Of NIKOLAUS GEORG/Ulan &IRMA? Ma Him
"Intelligence Unit" 

OARIAULICSITK

NIKOLAUS GEORGIEVICS SARATOFF stated that in 1944 in
Copenhagen, Denmark he Aetna old friend of his one CARL =MITS,
a cousin of former General DUTOV of the Russian Imperial Any.
Ne stated that CARL MUM airing World War II was engaged as me.
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agent for E. ENGELOUnUPT, Chief of the Eastern Staff of the German
Gestapo Until the capitulation of Germany in 194$.

BAhATOBY stated that he again met CARL =KEITH in
• Hamburg, Germany in November, 1945, at which time they discussed
the aetivities and whereabouts of E. EXGELCBAUPT. EAMON stated
that DWLEEITH at that time told hixithat he had heard B. EMGELCHAUPT
was working aa a Soviet agent and was residing in Geneva, Switzerland.
BAhATOFF said that subsequently, in the latter part of 1948 or early
1949. OLBL MIMS told him that he had reoeived a letter from B.
ESGELCHAUPTeffering =KEITH a job along the some lines they both
were engaged in during World wiAr LI._

BARATOFP said, that at that time both he and CARL
CULKEITB desired to know exactly what type of work ENGSLCat.trPT
was engaged in, so the, composed a letter to BNOELOBAVPT, in which
MERITS stated that he did not wish to work for the "dirty americans
or Englishmen". BABA1OFF stated that be and =BITS composed this
letter with the hope that if BEGELCHAUPT was working ea an agent for
the Soviets., he would offer =SITS a position to work for him.
Acooreingly, BABATaPe stated that several weeks later BMGELCRAMPTis
mothsr, who resides in Munich, Germany, delivered a personal letter
to =KEITH in Hamburg, Germany from E. EBORLOSOFT. SABAT3FF
said that ENGELOSAUPT had stated in this letter that the job being
offered to =BEM conoiated of working for the Soviets and if
he accepts the Job ESGELCHAUPT requested LOLMEITII to moot Motet
a designated date, time aad place in Zurich, Switzerland.

BARATOFF said that he oonvineed =SITU to accept the
job offered him by ENGELOBAUPT and he, BARATOFF, financed DULEEITHIe
trip to meet ERGELCHAUPT in. Zurich, Switzerland. BARATOFF maid
that arrangements were also made at that time with CAIMMLICSITH,
whereby DUIIKEIlli would furnish BARATOFF all information coming to
his attention regarding INGELChAUPT Is associates acid activities.

BAhATOFF said thit aecoroingly DULESITS vent to Zurich,
Switeerlaed at the time specified and met EXORLGRAUPT. HO said .
that ENGSLCHAUPT at that time again told =MTH that is was working
for the Soviets and advised =SEIM what his job was to be in the
apparatus. BARATOFF said that EIGELORAUFT wanted GABD =DIM to
work 11,11 him.aran agent in Bamberg, Germany with the Commmniet
Party underground to obtain information regarding various anti.-
Communist groups and also to report the aotivitiee of certain
individuals in the homburg area to BNULCHAUPL

-17-
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BhhATOPF said thet BMWS accepted the job
offered to him by ENGELONAUPT end that since early 1949 to the
present time DULKEISH hum been furnishing information to
FSGELONAGET. BABATOF1 claims that OARL LULNEITK receives three
hundred marks a month from ENGSLOHAUPT for his work, but claims
that moat of the information furnished by DULKEITH to ttOTAOSOPT,.
where possible, is fictitious.

BAELTOPP furnished the following description of
CARL bULKSIVis

CABL mums
seas	 Male

White

Black
165 lbs.

Ago:

Marital status:	 Single
Besidenoe:	 Hamburg, Germany

Mailing Address:	 Post Office Box 1062
Hamburg, Germany

NIKOLAUS GEORGIEVICEBARATORO further advised that
another so. roe of his information in Europe was one NINA KIKODBM,
also known as NINA SCHAKEWITOH, who abOut six months am committed
suicide bj taking poison in NanioN Germany. BAhAIOFF claims that
he and NINA KIKODSN were childhood friends and that NINA KIKODSE
from 1943 until her death in :une, 1951 had been the mistress of
MIESAUL NADU, described previously by 3ABA1OFY as currently being:
the Chief Organisational Director of all UOVIOt civilian espionage
in hurope.

BABATOPP stated that MINANIKODBE was barn in
liffile, Georgia, Eu:sia in about 1914. Hb said that lala MUSE
wom educated in huseia and oluims . that abs told him that she bud
received a university education in Russia. BAhATUIP stated that
NINA 1CIN01411 was a journalist in Russia and that she left Aussie
in early 1940 reportedly for Wursaw, Poland, where she supposedly
resided Atha Polish Army Officers He said that NINA KIKOWE
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worked for a short while with the bolish intelligence Scrvice prior
to and during the beginning of World 4sr II. BAhAlUF claims that
NINA KIHODSE went to Berlin, Germany in 1943, where ahe became
ate tress to NIKHAHL ULU, who was then employed by the German
Gestapo. BdeATOPe said that 1t 	 XIXODSH remained in Berlin, Germany
for about two months after the capitulation of Germany and than went
to Salzburg, Germane, where she resided until 1946, at which time
he wt.nt to Munich, Germany. He said that NINA MOM, aftme
moving to eunicei. Germany in 1946, maintained a permanent residence
there until bar death in June, 1951, but during that period she was
closely.associated.with MI.MIWUJICALIe and mede many trips to Geneva,
Switzerland to Bee NADU and IVAN SHAISHVILI, the Soviet superior or
HADIZ.

BARATOYe claim that NINA XIXODSE attended some
institution La • unich, Germany during 1947 e 1949, share he studied
the English language and during 1948 - 1949 she was periodically
treated in the American hospital in Bud Reichendhal, Germanyvfor
venereal dine allinis

Behf7Onclaims that NINA KIKODSH,durtng the time she
use mistress to MIEBAEL OW, bad bCCOOS to all secret documents
in NADIVe possession and that she stole or photographed a great
number of these documents, which she subsequently fernished to ..
BAIIATOFF. SeleIVPir said that shortly after NINA XIIODSB commenced
turntable:16 1in with information regarding MEMIAELEADIJ, he pure
chased for her use asnmll Belgium camera and that she used this
camera to p ivtogrephthe abov.ementioned documents in KAiIITte
possession.

NeBATSPF claims that NINA KIK0L1,E, through her
association with HIKRAEL ULU, became acquainted with IVAN
SHAISHVILI, who he clams in the Soviet suptrier of HIEHABL
PAtialefle said that subsequently NINA MOSE became a trusted friend
Of IVAN SNAISIAILI and on many occasions was lett alone in the
office or home of SLILAVILI, during which time she bad access to
confioentiel and secret documents, which were in . the possesnion of
SUAILeiVIGIe

•	 •	 •	 •
BALAIOIre claims that nu/ KIKOLOR had stolen Or

photographed numerous secret documents dealine with Soviet intollie
genes matters, which were in 0i/tram/ru t s posaeesion, and ttat ehe
had turned over ull of the cocuments obtained by hor to him. Ho
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aiid that the documents NENa KIKODUE had obtained fraa HIKHAEL
NADU and IV.41 SHAISHVILI refledt that IVAN SHAISHVILI is the hsad
of a Soviet espionage apparatus operating but of Geneva, Switzerland
and that this apparatus is usinG the Georgian Delegation to the
International Rod Cross as a cover••

BAltATOFP described ma AIKODSS as follows:

Name:	 NINA mitams
Ali SS i	 Nina Schakawitch
am=	 Mole
Race:	 White
Age:	 S	 i$•36 (1951)
Height:
Weight:	 145 lbs.	 •
Hair:	 Reddish • Shoulder length
Eyes,	 Blue -	 •
Nationality:	 Georgian .
Bernal Statue:	 Single
Scars a Marks;	 None noted
Occupation:	 Gournelist-
hesidencess	 Auesia until 1940;

Warsaw, Poland, .1940.1943t
Berlin, Germans, 1943-1945i
Salsbam, Germany end GVADVA4

•	 SidtiOrlands 1945.1946;
Munich, Germany and Geneva,
$witserland, 1946.1954

Death:	 June, 1951 -

C. OMB ASSOCIATES HOT AhlHEN ILUNTIPEND.

NIKOLAUs OEOrGIBVICH SWIM stated that, in addition
to •0AHL DULKSITH and NINA KIKODSE, there are two other men end two
other women, who are members of his "intelligence unit". Be paid
that these persons have obtained and are continuing to obtain inform.
tion regarding Soviet intelligence operations in Anrope. BARAIOFe,
however, refused . to identify further these persons or reveal what
information to hes obtained from them, He did state, however, that
these persons did furnish him With authentic official documents which
indicated some or the activities of a Soviet intelligence apparatus
operating in .urope,

20 .
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BANAT014 subEequently advised that some of the
doeumenta furnished him by NINA KLKODSE, which contain Soviet
intelligence information, are now being kept by a male member in
his "intolligeacie unit", who redoes in Germany near the SASH
Border. BAhATOPV declined to reveal this individual ts identity,
but claims thut the most important documents are kept by this
individual.

BAhATOPIPolaims thAt be hue obtained information
and documents from other persons outside of his "intelligence
unit" . concerning Soviet intelligence operations in burope And other
countries, but did not wish to further identify'thwie persona at
this time or elaborate on the informution furnished by them.

N.	 FUMIVII:41 DEGASSING BE DOCUMENTS BADATOM0 CLAIMS HE HAS
10 SUBSTANTIATE HIS ALLIsGATIONS

NIKOLAUS esomasuoi SAMTOFF stated that all of the
information famished by him regarding IVAN SHAISHVILI, =SAWA
IOW, E. ENGELOHAUPT, MIONAEL ALSKEBAUA, MIHAIL UAKIN, SALON
GEORGIE NIKOLAEVION VRANGEL, LEONID VASILIE.DASHKOV And their
respective Soviet intelligence apparatus can be substantiated by
documents which he had obtained.fromNINA KIKODGE, man DULKEITH
and the other members of his "intelligence unit' BANAT071 stated
all of the documents furnished to him by the members of his "intelli-
gence unit" are bidden In Hamburg, Germany and in other cities in
Germany, He said that some of the documents he has hidden in
Germany, which were obtained by mu KIKODSE, cnntatm the names,
number end country of assignment of all Soviet agents operating
under IVAN auslima throughout the world. He said that among
the docummate furnished to him are charts, diagrams and official
directives issued to Ilia SHA/SHVILI by the NIEVD. He said that
eomo of the documents furnished to Miaow:Main not only the name
bnd 'counts.) of assignment of these Soviet agents, but also contain
u description anc purpose qf each agent's mission.. BAUM?'
claims that Some or the documents furnished him by NINA rums,
which be claims were obtained from MINUAaL NADU or IVAN SHAISHVILI,
contain a complete detailed outline of what the Soviet Intelligence
service hopcs to accomplish within the next five year*. •
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BihnarF stated that the majority of the information
oontsined in these documents cover the period from 1945 to 1951,
although he did obtain some documents regarding Soviet intelligence
operations in Wrope se early as 1943. BAhAT0172 etsted that the •
documents obtained by the members of his "intelligence unit", which
he has hidden in Germanys are official documents mud only a email
number of these documents were prepared by himself or the members
of his "intelligence unit".

. BAUM'? stated that he did not bring these documents
with him when he immigrated to the United Stales in Augusts 1951..
because he was advised by officials of the International hefuge
Organisation that he would not be permitted to bring any Comments
into the United States. WAWA, did states.howevers'that some
of he documents are currently being kept by 0AhL DULKEITM in
Hamburg, 

of
Ger

his
many

"int
s and

elitgence
that other documents are being kept by (Abe

persons	
ll

•
• S1'101Jiir stated that when be arried in the United

states he emtioipated writing to CARL DUL1CXX/21 and the other.
members of his "intelligence unit" and request them to namd the 1
above documents to him. However, he stated that he abandoned this.
idea besause of the risk involved. Se said that beemuse 0A1l.
LULUITI said the other four numbers of his "intelligence unit"
are still operating in Germany, he desires to be sent to Germany
to obtain the above-mentioned documents, in order that he may
furnish them to the appropriate United States Government Intelli -
gence Agency. Ue said that be Klee desires to go to Germany for
the purpose of recontacting the members of his "intelligence unit"
for any current information they may have regarding Soviet intent.,
gence operatisma In burope.

BkhATOFF said that it he is sent to Germany to obtain.
the above documents tm,wonld than turn over the members of his
"intelligence unit" to any United States Uovernment Intelligence
Agency designated, in order that his "intelligence unit" may con-
tinue with their work and that he would then return to the United
States. BARATOFF stated that his sole purpose in desiring to go
be Germany is to obtain the documents he has hidden there And 0
turn over the menbers of his "intelligence unit" to the United
States Go ernment officials in Germany.-
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BASATOPF stated that he does not desire any compen-
satian for twang over the members oC his "intelligence unit"
to any designated United States Golernment Intelligence Agency

'nor does he desire any compensation for the documents he will
furnish which will substantiate his allegations. h owever, •
BAhlsia$ etated that if he is sent to Germany to recover his
hidden documents, it would be necessary that he be provided With
travel expenses to Germany, as well as travel expenses for his
return to the United States and also two weeks living and
travelling expenses while in GermAni.
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